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With over 30 years’ experience in its sector - the production of diamond-
tipped wheels for glass processing - Duezeta continues to see its efforts 
in Research and Development bring fruit for the company and its clients.

This article looks in detail at its production 
and the efforts it makes to obtain customer satisfaction. 

Stefano Zacchi*
DUEZETA SRL

Some examples of Duezeta’s
wheels for CNC work centres

ctive in the diamond-tipped tool mar-
ket since the early 1970s, Duezeta
is, today, known as one of the lead-

ing firms in the sector. Over the past 30 years,
the company’s business has grown exponentially
and, thanks to the gradual but continuous expan-
sion of its corporate structure, and to its increas-
ingly wider commercial network, it now has a
hold in the markets of over 80 countries through-
out the world.

Duezeta’s diamond tools for glass working
have, for many years, been a strong point of 
the company’s manufacturing. In fact, these
were the products that launched the company,
based in northern Italy, in the market in the 
early 1970s.
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Duezeta is, today, in a position to be the ide-
al partner for all those who use diamond tools
for glass processing. 

The commercial organization of the com-
pany, made up of agents and sales points,
work together to guarantee the highest 
possible level of client satisfaction that is 
and always wil l  be the major objective 
of Duezeta.

BEVELLING AND STRAIGHT EDGING

Metal- and resin-bonded
wheels for bevelling

Segmented, turbo or continuous core 
wheels allow to obtain the desidered level 
of finish on different thicknesses of glass

Technical
Department

In order to stay competitive 
and satisfy its customers’ various
needs, Duezeta invests a significant
part of its annual turnover in
Research and Development, there-
by ensuring the constant quality of
its products and keeping the serv-
ice that it provides to its clientele
at a high level.

The growth in the manufac-
turing of diamond-tipped tools,
coupled with ever more important
goals in both the domestic and
foreign markets, led Duezeta to
expand its business by transferring
its manufacturing to a new, larg-
er factory at the start of the 1990s. 

At the same time, the compa-
ny remained faithful to the most
important aim of its services
offered: customer satisfaction. In
order to reach this important goal,
Duezeta has placed its focus on a series of
diamond tipped tools, which are capable of sat-
isfying the needs of its clientele. By working
on Total Quality, in short, Duezeta is confident
of being able to continue its expansion process
and to gain market share in an increasingly com-
petitive market.

But it is also thanks to the activity of the Com-
mercial and Customer Service Departments that
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Cup wheels for straight edging
In the traditional straight-edging sector,

Duezeta offers a wide range of wheels designed
for float and laminated glass working.

The various types of Duezeta tools adjust to
the thickness of the sheet to be worked, thus
allowing optimized results in terms of both
finish and efficiency.

Cup wheels for bevelling
As to straight-edge and shape bevelling

using manual or semi-automatic machinery,
Duezeta offers a complete range of metal- and
resin-bonded wheels. To this, it adds a line of
wheels designed for use in work centres.

Versatility, quality and durability are the
primary characteristics of these types of tools.

Peripheral wheels
Working speed and variety of profiles, 

pencil-edge wheels for double-edgers and 
profile wheels for shape-edging machinery,
for any type of request, Duezeta has a spe-
cific wheel. Within the wide range of 
solutions offered by Duezeta, in short, any
customer can find the suitable tool for its
machinery and its needs.

Wheels for CNC work centres
Using the experience it gained while collab-

orating with a prominent manufacturer of work
centres, Duezeta has perfected its range of tools
for numerical control machines, thus reaching
the highest levels in terms of speed of execution,
efficiencies in durability and quality of finish.

The versatility of Duezeta tools also means
that they can be used in all types of work cen-
tres and for any type of working required.

Saw blades and engraving wheels
As to engraving, besides the traditional

wheels for engraving machines, Duezeta 
has recently focused on a series of tools for 
work centres, which are capable of providing
optimal performance in terms of quality 
and durability. 

In the field of blades for the cutting of 
laminated glass and for manual machines,
Duezeta’s offering ranges from large to small
diameters in the turbo, segmented or conti-
nuous core types.
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PERIPHERAL, CNC WORK CENTRE,
SAW BLADES AND ENGRAVING WHEELS

Peripheral wheels

Saw blades and 
engraving wheels

Wheels for CNC work
centres
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CERTIFICATION AND QUALITY
The quality system operated by Duezeta is in

compliance with the standard UNI EN ISO
9001:2000. The official document was issued
on 12 June 2003 by ICIM “Istituto di Certifi-
cazione Industriale per la Meccanica” (member
of the Certification Network IQNet): Certificate
n° 1052/1.

The company’s Technical Office designs
diamond-tipped tools, together with the 
moulds, casings and semi-processed goods,
using CAD systems. It also optimizes produc-
tion technologies and develops new produc-
tion solutions.

The Production Workshop uses almost exclu-
sively automatic equipment and NC machinery
at every production stage.

All processing parameters are accessed,
recorded and managed by means of a produc-
tion programme which follows each piece man-
ufactured from order placement through to
warehouse stocking and customer despatch.

There is quality control at every stage of
production. Raw materials, semi-processed
goods, and finished products are subjected to qua-
lity control checks applying continuously updat-
ed and revised technical standards.

The Research and Development Department
is involved in the design and development of new
products and creation of new product ranges. The
laboratory is equipped with state-of-the-art
analysis instruments and the expert technical staff
have extensive experience and know-how.

For its grinding wheels, Duezeta uses the
best synthetic or natural diamonds offered by
the world market and selected on the basis of the
results of numerous tests carried out in their lab-
oratories or on customers’ premises.

The main aim of these has been to optimize
the performances of the diamonds and of the new
bonds studied to meet the increasing difficult
application problems.  ■
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